PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel University, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Century College, White Bear Lake, MN (CEN)
- Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA (GRN)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- Kansas Wesleyan University, Salina, KS (KWU)
- South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD (SDS)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)
- University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN (UST)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins/ 0 losses

- GRN BL (William Boney - Walter Liszewski)
- GRN BR (Michael Billups - Ashley Ross)
- UMN MB (Lauren McKay - Brad Behrens)
- BLC BB (Casey Barnes - Lisa Buchs)
2 wins/ 1 loss

- BTH MK (David Maus - Faith Kroeker)
- CEN/UST SM (Tom Schally - Patrick McNally)
- GAC GP (Brandon Gillette - Justin Paul)
- GAC SB (Emily Soeder - Jessica Barron)
- GAC SS (Siddarth Selvaraj - Vanessa Slingsby)
- KWU CW (Rachael Cross - Rod Wren)
- SDS NJ (Renee Nason - Dani Jahannesen)
- UMN HM (Monica Heth - Becky Mitchell)
- BLC LL (Stacy Lilienthal - Ryan Latterman)
- BLC MW (Marie MacPherson - Luke Willitz)
- BLC LZ (Crystal Lonnquist - Lynette Ziegler)

1 win/ 2 losses

- GRN GB (Megan Georing - Jan Beukelmann)
- SDS TF (Tim Tjeerdsma - Shaun Feilmeier)
- SDS RL (Aaron Rahlf - Rachel Lewis)
- SDS SP (Kelly Schmiedt - Jacob Plovanic)
- SDS EN (Liz Engum - Bridget Nordquist)
- SDS TB (Amanda Tuchscherer - Steven Brunner)
- UMN IN (Hafidz Ismail - Zane Nitzkorski)
- UMN BM (David Bratt - Shannon Mitchell)
- UMN PW (John Pike - Adam Wolff)
- BLC GR (Beth Gullixson - Elizabeth Retz)
- BLC HN (Jessica Huhnerkoch - Josh Notron)

0 wins/ 3 losses

- CEN JL (David Janish - Mike LaPlante)
- KWU AS (Eric Arganbright - Steve Sommerville)
- UMN/CEN LB (Miyoung Lee - Kristine Brewitz)
- BLC GG (Jessica Gehrke - Paul Gans)

**Bronze Round**

- KWU CW (opp) def. CEN/UST SM 1-0
- GRN BL (gov) def. BLC MW 1-0
- UMN HM (opp) def. GAC GP 1-0
- UMN MB (opp) def. BLC LZ 1-0
- BLC BB (opp) def. UMN IN 1-0
- BTH MK (gov) def. BLC LL 1-0
- GRN BR (gov) def. GAC SS 1-0
- SDS NJ (gov) def GAC SB 1-0
**Gold Round:**

- GRN BR (gov) def. BTH MK 2-1
- UMN MB (opp) def. GRN BL 3-0
- SDS NJ (opp) def. KWU CW 3-0
- UMN HM (opp) def BLC BB 2-1

University of Minnesota's Gold Award winners: Brad Behrens and Lauren McKay

South Dakota State's Gold Award winners: Dani Johannesen and Renee Nason
Grinnell's Gold Award winners: Michael Billups and Ashley Ross

University of Minnesota's Gold Award winners: Monica Heth and Becky Mitchell

Top speakers: Casey Barnes, Dani Johannesen, William Boney, Michael Billups, Rachel Cross
### Individual Speakers

- 1 Michael Billups - 87 - Grinnell College
- 2 Casey Barnes - 84 - Bethany Lutheran College
- 3 Dani Johannesen - 84 - SD State University
- 4 William Boney - 84 - Grinnell College
- 5 Rachel Cross - 83 - KS Wesleyan University
- 6 tie David Maus - 82 - Bethel University
- 6 tie Rod Wren - 82 - KS Wesleyan University
- 6 tie Megan Georing - 82 - Grinnell College
- 9 Hafudz Ismail - 81.5 - University of MN
- 10 tie Brad Behrens - 81 - University of MN
- 10 tie Stacy Lilienthal - 81 - Bethany Lutheran College
- 10 tie Lisa Buchs - 81 - Bethany Lutheran College
- 10 tie Marie MacPherson - 81 - Bethany Lutheran College
- 14 Brandon Gillette - 80.5 - Gustavus Adolphus College
- 15 Liz Engum - 80 - SD State University
- 16 Zane Nitzkorski - 79.5 - University of MN
- 17 tie David Bratt - 79 - University of MN
- 17 tie Renee Nason - 79 - SD State University
- 17 tie Eric Arganbright - 79 - KS Wesleyan University
- 20 tie Shannon Mitchell - 78 - University of MN
- 20 tie Jan Beukelmann - 78 - Grinnell College
- 20 tie Jacob Plovanic - 78 - SD State University
- 20 tie John Pike - 78 - University of MN
- 20 tie Monica Heth - 78 - University of MN

### Topics

**Round One:** This House prefers residence halls to off-campus apartments.

**Round Two:** This House would ignore all campaign ads.

**Round Three:** Case -- Molly is running for mayor and is in a tight race. A group completely unconnected with her campaign has started running ads and distributing flyers around town which level accusations against her opponent. Molly knows that these accusations are false, but they are helping her - polls show that they are swaying people against her opponent and in Molly's favor.

The Government team must support this proposition:
Molly has a moral obligation to repudiate the false ads publicly.

**Bronze Round:** This House would stop the madness.

**Gold Round:** This House would say to the tenure system, "You're Fired!"